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Earth Science and Applications from Space 2005-09-07

the earth is a dynamic planet whose changes and variations affect our communications energy health food housing and
transportation infrastructure understanding these changes requires a range of observations acquired from a variety of land sea
air and space based platforms to assist nasa noaa and the usgs develop these tools the nrc was asked by these agencies to carry
out a decadal strategy survey of earth science and applications from space in particular the study is to develop the key
scientific questions on which to focus earth and environmental observations in the period 2005 2015 and a prioritized list of
space programs missions and supporting activities to address these questions this interim report outlines a key element of the
studyâ the rationale for tying earth observations to societal needâ and identifies urgent near term actions needed to achieve
this goal a final report due in late 2006 will provide the list of recommended space missions programs and supporting

Earth Science and Applications from Space 2012-09-03

understanding the effects of natural and human induced changes on the global environment and their implications requires a
foundation of integrated observations of land sea air and space on which to build credible information products forecast models
and other tools for making informed decisions the 2007 national research council report on decadal survey called for a renewal
of the national commitment to a program of earth observations in which attention to securing practical benefits for humankind
plays an equal role with the quest to acquire new knowledge about the earth system nasa responded favorably and aggressively to
this survey embracing its overall recommendations for earth observations missions technology investments and priorities for the
underlying science as a result the science and applications communities have made significant progress over the past 5 years
however the committee on assessment of nasa s earth science program found that the survey vision is being realized at a far
slower pace than was recommended principally because the required budget was not achieved exacerbating the budget shortfalls
nasa earth science programs experienced launch failures and delays and the cost of implementing missions increased substantially
as a result of changes in mission scope increases in launch vehicle costs and or the lack of availability of a medium class
launch vehicle under estimation of costs by the decadal survey and unfunded programmatic changes that were required by congress
and the office of management and budget in addition the national oceanic and atmospheric administration noaa has made
significant reductions in scope to its future earth environmental observing satellites as it contends with budget shortfalls
earth science and applications from space a midterm assessment of nasa s implementation of the decadal survey recommends a
number of steps to better manage existing programs and to implement future programs that will be recommended by the next decadal
survey the report also highlights the urgent need for the executive branch to develop and implement an overarching multiagency
national strategy for earth observations from space a key recommendation of the 2007 decadal survey that remains unfulfilled

Assessment of Impediments to Interagency Collaboration on Space and Earth Science



Missions 2011-05-31

through an examination of case studies agency briefings and existing reports and drawing on personal knowledge and direct
experience the committee on assessment of impediments to interagency cooperation on space and earth science missions found that
candidate projects for multiagency collaboration in the development and implementation of earth observing or space science
missions are often intrinsically complex and therefore costly and that a multiagency approach to developing these missions
typically results in additional complexity and cost advocates of collaboration have sometimes underestimated the difficulties
and associated costs and risks of dividing responsibility and accountability between two or more partners they also discount the
possibility that collaboration will increase the risk in meeting performance objectives this committee s principal
recommendation is that agencies should conduct earth and space science projects independently unless it is judged that
cooperation will result in significant added scientific value to the project over what could be achieved by a single agency
alone or unique capabilities reside within one agency that are necessary for the mission success of a project managed by another
agency or the project is intended to transfer from research to operations necessitating a change in responsibility from one
agency to another during the project or there are other compelling reasons to pursue collaboration for example a desire to build
capacity at one of the cooperating agencies even when the total project cost may increase parties may still find collaboration
attractive if their share of a mission is more affordable than funding it alone in these cases alternatives to interdependent
reliance on another government agency should be considered for example agencies may find that buying services from another
agency or pursuing interagency coordination of spaceflight data collection is preferable to fully interdependent cooperation

Assessment of Mission Size Trade-offs for NASA's Earth and Space Science Missions
2000-08-31

assessment of mission size trade offs for nasa s earth and space science missions addresses fundamental issues of mission
architecture in the nation s scientific space program and responds to the fy99 senate conference report which requested that
nasa commission a study to assess the strengths and weaknesses of small medium and large missions this report evaluates the
general strengths and weaknesses of small medium and large missions in terms of their potential scientific productivity
responsiveness to evolving opportunities ability to take advantage of technological progress and other factors that may be
identified during the study identifies which elements of the ssb and nasa science strategies will require medium or large
missions to accomplish high priority science objectives and recommends general principles or criteria for evaluating the mix of
mission sizes in earth and space science programs assessment of mission size trade offs for nasa s earth and space science
missions considers not only scientific technological and cost trade offs but also institutional and structural issues pertaining
to the vigor of the research community government industry university partnerships graduate student training and the like



Earth Science and Applications from Space 2007-10-01

natural and human induced changes in earth s interior land surface biosphere atmosphere and oceans affect all aspects of life
understanding these changes requires a range of observations acquired from land sea air and space based platforms to assist nasa
noaa and usgs in developing these tools the nrc was asked to carry out a decadal strategy survey of earth science and
applications from space that would develop the key scientific questions on which to focus earth and environmental observations
in the period 2005 2015 and beyond and present a prioritized list of space programs missions and supporting activities to
address these questions this report presents a vision for the earth science program an analysis of the existing earth observing
system and recommendations to help restore its capabilities an assessment of and recommendations for new observations and
missions for the next decade an examination of and recommendations for effective application of those observations and an
analysis of how best to sustain that observation and applications system

Modules 2005-01-01

protecting earth s environment and other solar system bodies from harmful contamination has been an important principle
throughout the history of space exploration for decades the scientific political and economic conditions of space exploration
converged in ways that contributed to effective development and implementation of planetary protection policies at national and
international levels however the future of space exploration faces serious challenges to the development and implementation of
planetary protection policy the most disruptive changes are associated with 1 sample return from and human missions to mars and
2 missions to those bodies in the outer solar system possessing water oceans beneath their icy surfaces review and assessment of
planetary protection policy development processes addresses the implications of changes in the complexion of solar system
exploration as they apply to the process of developing planetary protection policy specifically this report examines the history
of planetary protection policy assesses the current policy development process and recommends actions to improve the policy
development process in the future

Review and Assessment of Planetary Protection Policy Development Processes 2018-10-17

create a classroom atmosphere in which students learn scientific concepts and processes through exploration students will
discover answers and share their findings each book includes 15 investigations guiding questions an individual assessment tool
literature connections and a reproducible discovery journal supports nse standards

Earth and Space, Grades 3 - 4 2012-09-01

both the president s commission on how to implement the president s space exploration initiative and congress asked the nrc
undertake an assessment and review of the science proposed to be carried out under the initiative an initial response to that
request was the nrc february 2005 report science in nasa s vision for space exploration while that report s preparation nasa



created capabilities and strategy roadmapping efforts which became the object of the next phase of the nrc review the new nasa
administrator modified that nasa activity resulting in changes in the nrc review effort this report provides a review of six
science strategy roadmaps robotic and human exploration of mars solar system exploration universe exploration search for earth
like planets earth science and applications from space and sun earth system connection in addition an assessment of cross
cutting and integration issues is presented

Review of Goals and Plans for NASA's Space and Earth Sciences 2006-04-05

derelict satellites equipment and other debris orbiting earth aka space junk have been accumulating for many decades and could
damage or even possibly destroy satellites and human spacecraft if they collide during the past 50 years various national
aeronautics and space administration nasa communities have contributed significantly to maturing meteoroid and orbital debris
mmod programs to their current state satellites have been redesigned to protect critical components from mmod damage by moving
critical components from exterior surfaces to deep inside a satellite s structure orbits are monitored and altered to minimize
the risk of collision with tracked orbital debris mmod shielding added to the international space station iss protects critical
components and astronauts from potentially catastrophic damage that might result from smaller untracked debris and meteoroid
impacts limiting future collision risk to spacecraft an assessment of nasa s meteoroid and orbital debris program examines nasa
s efforts to understand the meteoroid and orbital debris environment identifies what nasa is and is not doing to mitigate the
risks posed by this threat and makes recommendations as to how they can improve their programs while the report identified many
positive aspects of nasa s mmod programs and efforts including responsible use of resources it recommends that the agency
develop a formal strategic plan that provides the basis for prioritizing the allocation of funds and effort over various mmod
program needs other necessary steps include improvements in long term modeling better measurements more regular updates of the
debris environmental models and other actions to better characterize the long term evolution of the debris environment

Limiting Future Collision Risk to Spacecraft 2011-11-16

in february 2004 the president announced a new goal for nasa to use humans and robots together to explore the moon mars and
beyond in response to this initiative nasa has adopted new exploration goals that depend in part on solar physics research these
actions raised questions about how the research agenda recommended by the nrc in its 2002 report the sun to the earth and beyond
which did not reflect the new exploration goals would be affected as a result nasa requested the nrc to review the role solar
and space physics should play in support of the new goals this report presents the results of that review it considers solar and
space physics both as aspects of scientific exploration and in support of enabling future exploration of the solar system the
report provides a series of recommendations about nasa s sun earth connections program to enable it to meet both of those goals

Solar and Space Physics and Its Role in Space Exploration 2004-10-11

since the beginning of space flight the collision hazard in earth orbit has increased as the number of artificial objects



orbiting the earth has grown spacecraft performing communications navigation scientific and other missions now share earth orbit
with spent rocket bodies nonfunctional spacecraft fragments from spacecraft breakups and other debris created as a byproduct of
space operations orbital debris examines the methods we can use to characterize orbital debris estimates the magnitude of the
debris population and assesses the hazard that this population poses to spacecraft potential methods to protect spacecraft are
explored the report also takes a close look at the projected future growth in the debris population and evaluates approaches to
reducing that growth orbital debris offers clear recommendations for targeted research on the debris population for methods to
improve the protection of spacecraft on methods to reduce the creation of debris in the future and much more

Orbital Debris 1995-06-07

we live on a dynamic earth shaped by both natural processes and the impacts of humans on their environment it is in our
collective interest to observe and understand our planet and to predict future behavior to the extent possible in order to
effectively manage resources successfully respond to threats from natural and human induced environmental change and capitalize
on the opportunities â social economic security and more â that such knowledge can bring by continuously monitoring and
exploring earth developing a deep understanding of its evolving behavior and characterizing the processes that shape and reshape
the environment in which we live we not only advance knowledge and basic discovery about our planet but we further develop the
foundation upon which benefits to society are built thriving on our changing planet presents prioritized science applications
and observations along with related strategic and programmatic guidance to support the u s civil space earth observation program
over the coming decade

Thriving on Our Changing Planet 2019-01-20

the goal of planetary protection is to control to the degree possible the biological cross contamination of planetary bodies
guidelines developed by the committee on space research cospar are used by all spacefaring nations to guide their preparations
for encounters with solar system bodies nasa s science mission directorate has convened the planetary protection independent
review board ppirb to consider updating the cospar guidelines given the growing interest from commercial and private groups in
exploration and utilization of mars and other bodies in space at the request of nasa this publication reviews the findings of
the ppirb and comments on their consistency with the recommendations of the recent national academies report review and
assessment of the planetary protection policy development processes

Assessment of the Report of NASA's Planetary Protection Independent Review Board
2020-11-19

when the first sputnik was launched and the space era began few gave thought to the possible negative impact of putting
satellites into orbit in fact man s space activity has led to the formation of a new media named space debris i e man made
objects and their fragments launched into space currently inactive and no longer serving any useful purpose space debris hazard



evaluation and mitigation will appeal to readers unfamiliar with the issues as well as experts and designers it introduces
concepts behind the problems of space ecology the volume features actual data on the space debris environment new mathematical
models for space debris evolution production and self production description of the existing software and concepts for shield
design the author also reviews methods of collision risk assessment including the attitudes and inclinations of orbits collision
hazard evaluation and suggestions for preventative measures

Space Debris 2019-08-30

since the 1990s the pace of discovery in the field of solar and space physics has accelerated largely owing to nasa investments
in its heliophysics great observatory fleet of spacecraft these enable researchers to investigate connections between events on
the sun and in the space environment by combining multiple points of view recognizing the importance of observations of the sun
to earth system the national research council produced a solar and space physics decadal survey in 2003 laying out the
integrated research strategy this strategy provided a prioritized list of flight missions plus theory and modeling programs that
would advance the relevant physical theories incorporate those theories in models that describe a system of interactions between
the sun and the space environment obtain data on the system and analyze and test the adequacy of the theories and models five
years later this book measures nasa s progress toward the goals and priorities laid out in the 2003 study unfortunately very
little of the recommended priorities will be realized before 2013 mission cost growth reordering of survey mission priorities
and unrealized budget assumptions have delayed nearly all of the recommended nasa spacecraft missions the resulting loss of
synergistic capabilities in space will constitute a serious impediment to future progress

A Performance Assessment of NASA's Heliophysics Program 2009-04-24

nasa maintains a planetary protection policy to avoid the forward biological contamination of other worlds by terrestrial
organisms and back biological contamination of earth from the return of extraterrestrial materials by spaceflight missions
forward contamination issues related to mars missions were addressed in a 2006 national research council nrc book preventing the
forward contamination of mars however it has been more than 10 years since back contamination issues were last examined driven
by a renewed interest in mars sample return missions this book reviews updates and replaces the planetary protection conclusions
and recommendations contained in the nrc s 1997 report mars sample return issues and recommendations the specific issues
addressed in this book include the following the potential for living entities to be included in samples returned from mars
scientific investigations that should be conducted to reduce uncertainty in the above assessment the potential for large scale
effects on earth s environment by any returned entity released to the environment criteria for intentional sample release taking
note of current and anticipated regulatory frameworks and the status of technological measures that could be taken on a mission
to prevent the inadvertent release of a returned sample into earth s biosphere



Assessment of Planetary Protection Requirements for Mars Sample Return Missions
2009-06-06

earthcomm is a comprehensive project based secondary level earth and space science program it includes student learning
materials teacher resources teacher support networks and assessment tools earthcomm also features a robust site filled with
student and teacher resources regularly updated by agi publisher

EarthComm 2018

the earth is a dynamic planet whose changes and variations affect our communications energy health food housing and
transportation infrastructure understanding these changes requires a range of observations acquired from a variety of land sea
air and space based platforms to assist nasa noaa and the usgs develop these tools the nrc was asked by these agencies to carry
out a decadal strategy survey of earth science and applications from space in particular the study is to develop the key
scientific questions on which to focus earth and environmental observations in the period 2005 2015 and a prioritized list of
space programs missions and supporting activities to address these questions this interim report outlines a key element of the
studyâ the rationale for tying earth observations to societal needâ and identifies urgent near term actions needed to achieve
this goal a final report due in late 2006 will provide the list of recommended space missions programs and supporting

Earth Science and Applications from Space 2005-10-07

the 2011 national research council decadal survey on biological and physical sciences in space recapturing a future for space
exploration life and physical sciences research for a new era was written during a critical period in the evolution of science
in support of space exploration the research agenda in space life and physical sciences had been significantly descoped during
the programmatic adjustments of the vision for space exploration in 2005 and this occurred in the same era as the international
space station iss assembly was nearing completion in 2011 out of that period of change recapturing a future for space
exploration presented a cogent argument for the critical need for space life and physical sciences both for enabling and
expanding the exploration capabilities of nasa as well as for contributing unique science in many fields that can be enabled by
access to the spaceflight environment since the 2011 publication of the decadal survey nasa has seen tremendous change including
the retirement of the space shuttle program and the maturation of the iss nasa formation of the division of space life and
physical sciences research and applications provided renewed focus on the research of the decadal survey nasa has modestly
regrown some of the budget of space life and physical sciences within the agency and engaged the u s science community outside
nasa to join in this research in addition nasa has collaborated with the international space science community this midterm
assessment reviews nasa s progress since the 2011 decadal survey in order to evaluate the high priority research identified in
the decadal survey in light of future human mars exploration it makes recommendations on science priorities specifically those
priorities that best enable deep space exploration



A Midterm Assessment of Implementation of the Decadal Survey on Life and Physical
Sciences Research at NASA 2018-06-09

committee serial no 12 reviews past accomplishments present programs and feasibility of future nasa communications satellite
programs

Assessment of Space Communications Technology 1970

the past decade has seen a remarkable revolution in genomic research the discoveries of extreme environments in which organisms
can live and even flourish on earth the identification of past and possibly present liquid water environments in our solar
system and the detection of planets around other stars together these accomplishments bring us much closer to understanding the
origin of life its evolution and diversification on earth and its occurrence and distribution in the cosmos a new
multidisciplinary program called astrobiology was initiated in 1997 by the national aeronautics and space administration nasa to
foster such research and to make available additional resources for individual and consortium based efforts other agencies have
also begun new programs to address the origin evolution and cosmic distribution of life five years into the astrobiology program
it is appropriate to assess the scientific and programmatic impacts of these initiatives edward j weiler nasa s associate
administrator for the office of space science tasked the committee on the origins and evolution of life coel with assessing the
state of nasa s astrobiology program

Assessment of Space Communications Technology, Hearings Before the Subcommittee on
Space Science and Applications...91-1, Dec. 16, 17, 18, 19, 1969 1970

over the past 5 years or more there has been a steady and significant decrease in nasa s laboratory capabilities including
equipment maintenance and facility upgrades this adversely affects the support of nasa s scientists who rely on these
capabilities as well as nasa s ability to make the basic scientific and technical contributions that others depend on for
programs of national importance the fundamental research community at nasa has been severely impacted by the budget reductions
that are responsible for this decrease in laboratory capabilities and as a result nasa s ability to support even nasa s future
goals is in serious jeopardy

Life in the Universe 2003-04-14

satellite observations to benefit science and society recommended missions for the next decade brings the next ten years into
focus for the earth and environmental science community with a prioritized agenda of space programs missions and supporting
activities that will best serve scientists in the next decade these missions will address a broad range of societal needs such
as more reliable weather forecasts early earthquake warnings and improved pollution management benefiting both scientific



discovery and the health and well being of society based on the 2007 book earth science and applications from space national
imperatives for the next decade and beyond this book explores each of the seventeen recommended missions in detail identifying
launch dates responsible agencies estimated cost scientific and public benefits and more printed entirely in color the book
features rich photographs and illustrations tables and graphs that will keep the attention of scientists and non scientists
alike

Capabilities for the Future 2010-06-13

nasa s earth science division esd conducts a wide range of satellite and suborbital missions to observe earth s land surface and
interior biosphere atmosphere cryosphere and oceans as part of a program to improve understanding of earth as an integrated
system earth observations provide the foundation for critical scientific advances and environmental data products derived from
these observations are used in resource management and for an extraordinary range of societal applications including weather
forecasts climate projections sea level change water management disease early warning agricultural production and the response
to natural disasters as the complexity of societal infrastructure and its vulnerability to environmental disruption increases
the demands for deeper scientific insights and more actionable information continue to rise to serve these demands nasa s esd is
challenged with optimizing the partitioning of its finite resources among measurements intended for exploring new science
frontiers carefully characterizing long term changes in the earth system and supporting ongoing societal applications this
challenge is most acute in the decisions the division makes between supporting measurement continuity of data streams that are
critical components of earth science research programs and the development of new measurement capabilities this report seeks to
establish a more quantitative understanding of the need for measurement continuity and the consequences of measurement gaps
continuity of nasa s earth s observations presents a framework to assist nasa s esd in their determinations of when a
measurement or dataset should be collected for durations longer than the typical lifetimes of single satellite missions

Satellite Observations to Benefit Science and Society 2008-10-09

the report assesses the requirements benefits technological feasibility and roles of earth to orbit transportation systems and
options that could be developed in support of future national space programs transportation requirements including those for
mission to planet earth space station freedom assembly and operation human exploration of space space science missions and other
major civil space missions are examined these requirements are compared with existing planned and potential launch capabilities
including expendable launch vehicles elv s the space shuttle the national launch system nls and new launch options in addition
the report examines propulsion systems in the context of various launch vehicles these include the advanced solid rocket motor
asrm the redesigned solid rocket motor rsrm the solid rocket motor upgrade srmu the space shuttle main engine ssme the space
transportation main engine stme existing expendable launch vehicle engines and liquid oxygen hydrocarbon engines consideration
is given to systems that have been proposed to accomplish the national interests in relatively cost effective ways with the
recognition that safety and reliability contribute to cost effectiveness related resources including technology propulsion test
facilities and manufacturing capabilities are also discussed gavin joseph g jr and blond edmund and brill yvonne c and budiansky
bernard and cooper robert s and demisch wolfgang h and hawk clark w and kerrebrock jack l and lichtenberg byron k and mager



artur unspecified center advanced solid rocket motor sts launch vehicles mission planning propulsion system configurations
propulsion system performance space missions space programs space shuttle main engine space shuttles space station freedom space
transportation system spacecraft launching aerospace safety cost effectiveness manufacturing mission to planet earth nasa space
programs spacecr

Space stations and the law : selected legal issues. 1986

designed as a ready to use survival guide for middle school earth science teachers this title is an invaluable resource that
provides an entire year s worth of inquiry based and discovery oriented earth science lessons including 33 investigations or
labs and 17 detailed projects this unique collection of astronomy geology meteorology and physical oceanography lessons promotes
deeper understanding of science concepts through a hands on approach that identifies and dispels student misconceptions and
expands student understanding and knowledge in addition this field tested and standards based volume is ideal for university
level methodology courses in science education

Continuity of NASA Earth Observations from Space 2015-11-24

if the united states hopes to continue as a leader in space it must invest now in better earth to orbit technology by replacing
obsolete launch facilities while also developing a new class of more robust and reliable vehicles from earth to orbit provides
strategies to reduce launch costs while increasing the reliability and resiliency of vehicles it also recommends continued
improvements for the space shuttle orbiter and its subsystems and the development of a space transportation main engine stme

From Earth to Orbit 2018-07-17

nasa is participating in the international committee on global navigation satellite systems gnss icg s efforts towards
demonstrating the benefits to the space user in the space service volume ssv when a multi gnss solution space approach is
utilized the icg working group enhancement of gnss performance new services and capabilities has started a three phase analysis
initiative as an outcome of recommendations at the icg 10 meeting in preparation for the icg 11 meeting the first phase of that
increasing complexity and fidelity analysis initiative is based on a pure geometrically derived access technique the first phase
of analysis has been completed and the results are documented in this paper welch bryan w glenn research center earth orbital
environments international cooperation observability systems directional antennas position location orbital mechanics glonass
global positioning system earth observations from space space observations from earth navigation satellites data processing
design analysis design optimization latitude



An Approach to Teaching and Assessment 1971

this book describes how middle school science teachers in collaboration with a team of researchers tried to improve their
everyday assessment practices to enhance student learning it discusses the challenges they faced the differences among the
teachers and the personal nature of deep educational change a product of capital classroom assessment project to improve
teaching and learning a research effort supported by the national science foundation this book uses classroom stories to show
how teachers can use a variety of formative assessment techniques to answer questions they have about their teaching provides
real life examples of teachers grappling with new practices at a personal level in their own settings and in light of their own
values and beliefs offers suggestions for designing professional development efforts that recognize the significant variation
among teachers in how they go about changing their assessment practices outlines principles and practices that must accompany
change in the classroom if it is to be more than superficial

Space Debris 2001-06-01

the questions that must be asked as man made space debris in the near earth environment becomes a critical problem

Everyday Assessment in the Science Classroom 2003

a selection of annotated references to unclassified reports and journal articles that were introduced into the nasa scientific
and technical information system and announced in scientific and technical aerospace reports star and international aerospace
abstracts iaa

From Earth to Orbit 1992-02-01

the book focuses on the topic of trends and challenges with regards to satellite based earth observation contributors include
legal experts in the field and representatives from institutions such as the european space agency the european space policy
institute academia and the private sector

Geometrical-Based Navigation System Performance Assessment in the Space Service
Volume Using a Multiglobal Navigation Satellite System Methodology 2018-05-22

during their occupational activities in space astronauts are exposed to ionising radiation from natural radiation sources
present in this environment they are however not usually classified as being occupationally exposed in the sense of the general
icrp system for radiation protection of workers applied on earth the exposure assessment and risk related approach described in
this report is clearly restricted to the special situation in space and should not be applied to any other exposure situation on



earth the report describes the terms and methods used to assess the radiation exposure of astronauts and provides data for the
assessment of organ doses

Designing Everyday Assessment in the Science Classroom 2005

what are the odds that a meteor will hit your house do you actually get more sunlight from daylight savings time where do
puddles go by presenting everyday mysteries like these this book will motivate your students to carry out hands on science
investigations and actually care about the results these 19 open ended mysteries focus exclusively on earth and space science
including astronomy energy climate and geology the stories come with lists of science concepts to explore grade appropriate
strategies for using them and explanations of how the lessons align with national standards they also relieve you of the tiring
work of designing inquiry lesson from scratch cover verso

Preservation of Near-Earth Space for Future Generations 1994-06-09

Earth Resources 1983

Satellite-Based Earth Observation 2018-09-11

ICRP Publication 123 2013-08-26

Environmental Assessment for the Satellite Power System (SPS) 1980

Everyday Earth and Space Science Mysteries 2013
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